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Abstract
An alphabet analysis of English, Spanish, Russian, and Vietnamese texts, which belong to different language 
groups, shows that among vowels there is a predominant group of four letters that is equal to the number of 
nucleotides of NA (nucleic acids) in the biological language alphabets. The quantity of consonants in these 
texts is equal to (in English and Russian) or near to (in Spanish) 20, which is the number of triplet groups 
of mRNA and the same number of protein amino acids. As is well known, DNA and RNA nucleotides 
combine the functions of energy carrier with the functions of information carrier. It was ascertained by 
a functional analysis of vowels that they perform the same functions. At the same time the consonants 
carry only information. Therefore consonants are similar not to nucleotides but to triplets of mRNA and to 
protein amino acid. We believe that the optimal number of letters in the alphabet of biogenetic languages 
was brought about by bio-evolution through the process of natural selection. The analysis of the alphabets 
of human languages leads us to believe that this achievement of bio-evolution was realized naturally in the 
evolution of human languages alphabets as well. It could therefore be concluded that the development of 
this approach could enlarge the spectrum of linguistic analysis methods of human languages.
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The main aim of interdisciplinary investigation in linguistics and genetics is a search for general laws of the structural and functional dynamics of biogenetical and human languages. Knowledge of laws of any science permits us to create techniques of control 
of their objects. In our case, it means control of language organization. Without this there is 
no possibility to solve the key problem of modern computer linguistics which is the creation 
of natural language for human-computer communication.
The use of linguistic lexis by geneticists appears as a result of their joint research with 
linguists. The following facts come to mind:
For decades scientists have explained to students that the main elements of living beings 
– nucleotides and amino acids – are the letters of a biogenetic alphabet. In «The biochemistry 
foundation» (Leninger 1982: 15, 107) wrote that amino acids can be linked in varying sequences 
to form a vast variety of proteins, just as the 26 letters of the English alphabet can be combined 
to form an almost endless variety of words, sentences and even books. Four nucleotides form all 
nucleic acids and twenty amino acids are the basic structural building units of proteins. These 
are the same in all organisms including animals, plants, and micro-organisms. This group of 
20 amino acids can be considered to be an alphabet of the protein structure language and the 
four nucleotides form the alphabet of the DNA language. 
With a high degree of certainty specialists say that genome genetic information is realized 
according to the laws of language dynamics. Data on the constancy of number of letter groups 
in alphabets of proteins and nucleic acids draws special interest.
1. The nucleic acids DNA, mRNA, and rRNA are consisting of four letters-nucleotides 
- adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and thimine (T). In RNA uracyl (U) replaces thimine. 
Besides, in DNA and RNA 20 groups of nucleotide triplets are marked out (which are codons 
and anticodons). And namely they contain information about amino acid structure of proteine. 
2. The proteins consist of 20 amino acids and each of them codes with one of 20 groups of 
triplets mRNA.
The constancy of structure of the bio-genetic alphabets of all living beings is generally 
recognized and can be a sign of the existence of a general law.
1. gOAls ANd ObjECtIVEs 
The goal of this work is a search for a law of language organization. It has not been found by 
methods of genetics and that is why we turn to linguistics. Furthermore we use interdisciplinary 
systems analysis of data about human language alphabets, and the data about the evolution 
of social institutions (Figatner 1998) because languages change essentially in the process of 
technological evolution.
The main problem was to develop a similarity method for formalization and operatio-
nalization a definition of law. But we searched for definition of sense (semantic) of the object 
in behavioral studies because it must give way to formalizing in the exact sciences (Hilbert, 
Bernays 1934: 23-25).
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2. MEthOds OF REsEARCh: ANAlOgy sEARCh ANd ANAlysIs OF sIMIlA-
RIty lEVEl 
The fundamental principal of general systems theory is the similarity principle (Gigch 1978: 
55, 336). A good example of this is mathematics itself. It is based on a postulate about the 
similarity of characteristics and relations of different natural objects, which mathematicians 
describe with the same numerical or character expressions.
The principle of similarity is interesting in that it open the possibility of a purposeful 
search for the known structural-functional characteristics of one branch of learning object (X) 
in the object (Y) of another branch. If we have data, which recognize X and Y on the same 
class of action with a high grade of probability (in our case, classes of languages) then, in 
spite of belonging to a different level of organization (in our case, biological and social), then 
very likely they will can reveal functions known for X, in object Y, for previously unknown 
functions or functions which researchers did not use to correspond them to each other. As a 
result we can obtain not only a new classification of objects, but a possibility to construct for 
Y previously unknown functional models. And these models always serve as a source of new 
methods and techniques of researching. 
The principal value for transformation of the similarity principle to a similarity method 
is the operationalization of a definition. In accordance with opinions of logicians: the concep-
tion «algorithm» included partly to definition of conception «operationalization». The sense of 
an operational definition as a transfer from theoretical structure to experimental data through 
step-by-step instructions and to concrete actions and measurable results is an important point 
for revealing in principle the method of similarity.
Detecting some characteristic the similarity of objects X and Y, that belong to different 
branches of studying we can transfer theoretical knowledge about operationally determined 
object X to still non-operationalized characteristics of object Y. And then we can apply to Y 
the known for X series of instructions, which describe activity that the researcher has to rea-
lize for the discovery of the variable value. If the examination of values for Y is confirmed by 
data obtained by the study method of its branch of knowledge, then Y obtains an operational 
definition.
So, the similarity method is the method of discovering the operational definition of a law by 
transfer of the known structure of measuring for one object to another object, which beforehand 
defied measurement. 
2.1. limitations. 
– We studied only alphabetic languages, and only alphabets of texts, but not speeches.
– We limited ourselves by setting a goal, and we exclude the mathematical linguistics 
methods. 
– An analysis of peptides signal functions was not run; we studied only the role of amino 
acids as the letters of bio-genetic alphabets. 
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3. ObjECts ANd MAtERIAls OF REsEARCh
The frequency of letters in the English alphabet was measured in the electronic data base of 
digitalized scientific books and articles of sociological contents with the total volume of 4138 
pages (7907275 letters). 
The frequency of letters in Russian texts was measured in an electronic data base of 
1000 scientific social-humanitarian books: the common quantity of pages is 330733, or 336 
716 362 letters (see table 3).
The frequency content of the alphabet in Spanish texts was studied on the sampling of 
newspaper articles of 1995. This is the part of the text corpora which is used in the Department 
of Frances and Romanic philology of the Autonomous University of Barcelona for revealing all 
possible regularities related with Spanish. The sampling contains of 400 pages of texts (192220 
words) without eliminated overhead information.
The frequency content of the alphabet in Vietnamese texts was studied on the data of 
a representative sampling formed for 80000 syllables or near the 250000 letters (Remarchuk, 
Makagonov 1976: 76-88). The sampling was prepared from the works of 50 Vietnamese wri-
ters. First a frequency list of Vietnamese syllables was formed and on the basis of this list a 
frequency calculation was made.
4. REsults ANd dIsCussION. COMPARIsON OF FREQuENCy gROuP FOR 
AlPhAbEts OF bIOgENEtIC ANd huMAN lANguAgEs
The alphabets form the primary level of organization of genome and human languages. We are 
interested in them because the letters in human texts, as well as the amino acids in the texts of 
polypeptide chains, are substantial language carriers. Their properties as information carriers, 
for example spacial form carriers, are similar to the state of an electron, or state of «holes», 
photons, or their groups, used as letters for coding and generating computer texts. It is likely 
that in creating new computer languages it is necessary to take into consideration the nature 
and organization of these elementary standard carriers.
4. 1. Alphabets of nucleic acids and proteins 
Letters of DNA alphabets are represented by 4 nucleotides in the first row of table 1. They are 
used for record-keeping about all proteins of organism in ten thousand genes. The information 
is rewritten from DNA to molecules of informational mRNA. 
They «exit» from the nucleus to the cytoplasm of cells and are used for protein synthesis. 
The molecules of rRNA and tRNA also are synthesized in DNA. The first (rRNA) is composed 
of a skeleton of ribosome, the protein manufacturing machinery of all proteins. They bind to 
mRNA to receive proteins’ «drawings». Transport tRNAs are substantially smaller (usually 
about 74-95 nucleotides) found in cytoplasm their «own» «letter» - amino acid, and transfer 
them to ribosome as a raw material for synthesis of the polypeptide chains of proteins.
Let us emphasize the following: the information is encoded in DNA, mRNA, and rRNA 
by four single letters – nucleotides (tab.1). At the evolution process more complex code appears. 
These are genes that are constructed of triplets and are assigned to protein synthesis’ control.
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The sense of triplets is the encoding of amino acids. For their turn, tRNAs contain 
triplets-anticodons (tab 1), which recognize triplets-codons in mRNA and by this way 
find in it the place for transporting to ribosome amino acids to synthesize the protein’s 
polypeptides. 
We work out in detail these characteristics of nuclide acids, because geneticist call the 
triplet a «word». But linguistic semantics shows that a meaningful word always bears (is char-
ged) complex sense, revealed by other several meaningful words. For example, the sense of 
the word «apple» is described by a lot of special terms in dictionary entries of botanists. So, 
the triplets encode only the other letters. 
4.2. Why geneticists call amino acids letters
In the polypeptide chains of proteins the amino acids are grouped into stretches (spirals and 
strands) less or about 20 amino acids. The structures of stretches and the whole chains take 
different conformations, which became apparent through the type or effectiveness of protein 
functions, such as catalyze or other activities. I.e., the protein activity fulfills no single amino 
acid, but the groups and chain stretches of them. On the analogy of human language, these 
stretches - the groups of amino acids are appropriately called «the words» and the polypeptide 
chain itself – as «the sentence». 
tABlE 1. 
alphabets of lanGuaGes: dna, Mrna, rrna, trna, and proteins (at the left), and Matrix presentation of 
triplet codons by Geneticist (at the riGht) (the figure borrowed from: lewiN 1983: 57-60, 336).
* Alphabet tRNA consist of triplets –anticodons complementary to the codons. 
For example, codon in mRNA - ACG, and its’ anticodon in tRNA is a complementary group UGC.
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fiG 2. orGanizinG of substrate-bindinG site of different 
serine proteases (the figure borrowed from: branden, tooze 1991).
Calling the amino acid a «letter», geneticists denote an important sense of language 
units — control of their carrier behavior. An analysis of role of amino acids in protein helps to 
understand this sense. A spatial pattern of amino acids is geometrical information. Dynamics 
of forms, conformations determine physicochemical characteristics of amino acids, peptide 
chains, and the whole protein. Thereby they change a protein activity. If one amino acid in 
the chain replace by the other or change its conformation, then it will be changed the type or 
effectiveness of protein activity. (See figure.2).
Speaking in the technical terms of linguistics: if the letter - amino acid is changed then 
the new word- stretches will appear. This word will change the sense of chain-sentence, and 
with it the sense of whole text in a protein molecule. I.e., the geometrical information of struc-
tural units of protein controls its (protein) functions. These structural units form (constitute) 
simultaneously the substantial body and the unit of text language of protein.
This analysis confirms the competence of the definition of an amino acid as a letter in 
a protein language given by geneticists. As the main goups of protein language’s elements 
appear to be similar to the elements of human languages, it is of interest to analyse a human 
language alphabet. 
4.3. the groups of vowels and consonants in alphabets of human languages 
Let us turn to alphabets of texts of human languages. They are important especially because of 
completeness of sense expression, in particular, professional-technical and scientific languages. 
In everyday oral language, unlike the texts, the most part of semantic is replaced by material 
context. In the texts a language realizes its lexical- and semantic characteristics and it is more 
adequate to goal of searching the general law of language and the models of structure of natural 
language for Human-Computer Interaction (or Human-Computer Interface).
Frequencies of letters of English, Russian, and Spanish texts are presented in the table 2 
in decreasing order from left to right. Frequencies of Vietnamese letters in the same order are 
presented in the table 2. The logarithms of frequencies are given in tables plotted in figures 
3-4. It can be seen that the English and Russian texts contain the groups of vowels E, I, O, A 
and (in the Cyrillic alphabet) о, е, и, а. They precede three times more in frequencies the 
other vowels about 1.57 times in the logarithmic scale).
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Unlike vowels, the first groups of four consonants in English and Russian texts show of 
less sharp distinction in frequencies from the other consonants. Nevertheless it concentrates 
our attention to accentuation (protuberance) in both languages the identical in phonetic first 
groups of consonants. T, N, S, R and (in the Cyrillic) Н, Т, С, Р though they are arranged in 
different order. (Table.2)
As one can see in the Table 2c and in the Table.4 in the Spanish and Vietnamese languages 
also we can see an inclination for separation the first four more frequent letters among all their 
vowels. But it is only a tendency. (See figure 3a.) We pay attention to the fact that Spanish 
first group of vowels consist of the same letters as the English one: (E, A, O, I). This fact can 
be explained by simultaneity of development of alphabet in text with speech. And the vowel 
pattern in the alphabetical human languages was formed in early Indo-European language.
table 2. letters’ frequencies in the enGlish, russian, and spanish texts
** Letters Ñ, RR, LL, and CH covering low frequencies group (~ 30000-80 000) do not represented 
in the table for the technical difficulties, but they do not have an influence on the overall picture of 
consonant frequencies distribution. 
So, we can establish a fact that in spite of all studying languages belong to different 
groups of languages, in two studied texts’ alphabets there is clearly defined dominating by 
frequency group of vowels. This tendency presents also in the Spanish.
The group of four most frequent vowels of Vietnamese texts also exhibits a tendency 
to dominating. It is interesting by the fact that pattern of its letters (See tab.2) approximates 
to pattern of vowels general for three Indo-European languages, in spite of the fact that the 
Vietnamese language belong to Austro-Asian family. 
The Spanish-speaking Americas and differ from the region of Madrid parts of Spain 
have a lot of variant linguistic usages. There have been several initiatives to reform Spanish. It 
attracted our attention in table 2c, that W and K are low frequency consonants of non-Spanish 
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origin, and two other consonants: Z and RR can be an object of discussion of Spanish language 
reform. So in the future the number of consonants could be reduced to 20. 
The modern Vietnamese texts presentation based on Latin graphical characters was crea-
ted by Catholic missionary Alexandre de Rhodes in XVII century and was adopted officially 
in 1910. In the Vietnamese languages there are 11 vowels, but together with bivocals (vowel 
diphthongs) or vowel clusters it comes to 26 vocal units.
The Vietnamese language has the six tones system which modulates vocal units. Jointly 
it gives 122 «tonals»: vocal and so-called semivowels. They are more numerous the number 
of consonants, which are 23. This redundancy enables to give Vietnamese an opportunity to 
understand text, represented only by tonals without consonants. (That was verified by experi-
ment with 10 Vietnamese students of Moscow State University). So, the Vietnamese consonants 
carry only auxiliary information; and redundancy of «full Vietnamese alphabet» (considering 
all tonals) exceed much the redundancy of «alphabetical units» of Indo-European languages. 
But namely in the part of consonants the phonetic the spoken Vietnamese language changes 
greatly even during the life of one generation. As an alphabetic language it is very young. That 
is why we limit ourselves to demonstrating vowels only. (Tab. 4).
4.4. the functional similarities of the main groups of letters of biogenetic languages and 
the frequency groups of human languages
The main conception of this work is composed of assumptions about numerical equality between 
two main groups of letters of human languages and of genome; namely – between the number 
of nucleotides and vowels (4), and between the number of amino acids and consonants (20). 
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In the first approximation the submitted data confirm this correspondence. Thereby it is 
proved be correct the working hypothesis, that human languages are evolving in direction of 
optimal structure of their alphabets. To pass to formalizing, it is necessary to operationalize 
the supposed regularity. For that we need to reveal the structures and functions of language 
elements, for which it can exist the optimizing action of natural selection. This analysis could 
give possibility to answer the question about the distinction of nucleotides and triplets as the 
elements of genome languages.
An alphabet of verbal language was formed in the co-evolution of speach and text, that 
activated each other. In according to V.A. Bogoroditsky, the consonants are «mouth-closers», 
and the vowels are «mouth-openers», and the first without the second are not effective in speech 
reproduction (Bogoroditsky 1909: 5). For us the following is important: 
Producing the vowels by resonators and air stream energy, and its function to transmit 
this energy to consonants, is similar to relations of single nucleotides and triplets. All four 
nucleotides of DNA and Uracyl of RNA (see tab. 1) in their phosphate forms fulfill the func-
tions of carriers of quantified (exactly measured) portion of energy for metabolic reactions in 
the bodies of all living being (Lehninger 1982: 413, 433-434). DNA is synthesized from the 
energy forms of its predecessors, which is why the energy transport costs are reduced to mini-
mum. This mechanism of energy supply is used in synthesis – record of RNA- texts.
So, the letters – nucleotides of DNA and RNA alphabets (Tab.1) simultaneously fulfill 
functions of carriers of energy and information in DNA self-replication process and in synthesis 
of RNA texts on it. For the criteria «transfer an energy and information» the nucleotides are 
similar to vowels.
During the DNA and RNA synthesis letters – nucleotides spend energy for binding with 
NA chain. From that moment they form the part of triplets. The triplets also do not transfer 
energy and, as we saw, they fulfill only the information function – encoding the letters of 
other alphabets. The same manner consonants in a human speech fulfill information functions 
without energy functions.
Similarly the vowels spend their energy to produce consonants in a speech. In other 
words, having lost energy for «writing» DNA- and RNA- texts, nucleotides lose the energy 
sense of vowels. According to this reasoning both nucleotides and triplets are similar to 
consonants. Does it mean that triplets are similar to letters? 
4.5. similarity of triplet texts to some types of texts of human languages
Having disclosed the similarity of triplets and consonants, let us pay attention to vowels in 
human texts. In technical and scientific texts, and particularly in computer programs, vowels 
do not carry that sensory and vocal meaning, which is peculiar to speech. It is a canonical 
claim of professions and disciplines, excluding an influence of emotional speech intonations 
in their semantic. In these texts vocalism of vowels have no sense, and they are assimilated 
with consonants. i.e., not only in a human speech but in the mentioned types of texts vowels 
lose their energy sense, fulfilling only informational functions, as the consonants do. As we saw 
above, the similar reduction of vowel functions takes place in the nucleic acids’ language. This 
implies that from the similarity of triplets (which are a signal group in PNA text) to consonants 
it does not follow their similarity to letters. It is useful to keep in mind, that:
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– human languages are constructed by a system of codes but not by only one of them;
– triplet-codons correspond to only one of the codes and only as a translation agent, and 
DNA with RNA also have other functions.
To understand the role of triplet code in the system of genom language code we have 
formed a working hypothesis of full set of units of nuclein acids language: Letter - nucleotide; 
Word - a group of triplets, which are the coding of the word - fragment of the protein chain; 
Sentence - exon, usually separated from other exones (particularly by other introns); Text - the 
totality of gene exones, which are coding protein.
Form this point of view it can be assumed that the triplets are similar to some «parts of 
words» (like syllables or morphemes) or to pronominal, interjectional, or service word wich 
does not have there own sense. For example, a triplet with amino-acid (when it is joined to 
tRNA) can become the word pointing to the place in the chain of matrix’s RNA.
5. CONClusIONs. FOuNdAtION FOR OPtIMIZINg ACtION OF NAtuRAl 
sElECtION IN thE EVOlutION OF gENOME ANd huMAN lANguAgEs
The combination of nucleotide functions as carriers of information and energy probably was 
necessary in biogenetic language evolution because it reduced energy and information loss and 
also time spending and damage risks in transference to DNA and RNA. 
This statement remains hypothetical because the early stages of bio-evolution still have 
not been studied. But in the same way, verbal speech and text appeared to be more effective 
than para-languages (gesture and others) and rock paintings in the human evolution, because 
they freed the body and the hands for joint actions, needed less energy for transporting, and 
were more exact. 
Forming human speech with vowels only brings with it: 1. Heavy energy expenses and 
communication slowness. 2. Diminution of its informative capacity and exactness of signs and 
sense transmission. 
Consonants, in spite of complicating the alphabet, improved essentially these para-
meters. 
Likewise the 61 «consonant» of triplet- codons in DNA and mRNA, 31 «consonants» of 
triplet anticodons tRNA and 20 «consonants» amino acids increase incommensurably exact-
ness and informational capacity in communication of parts of hereditary apparatus, if compare 
them hypothetically by these characteristics with the language which consists only of four 
nucleotides- energy-carriers.
To see the functional dependence of informational processes in a cell on these parameters 
state, we give values of its velocities (rates). «Velocity of DNA- polymerase motion in vivo ~ 
1000 nucleotides per second.» (Lewin 1983: 428). «At 37 ºC transcription mRNA fullfill with 
the velocity 2500 nucleotides in minute» (Lewin 1983: 116). The examples show the processes 
in single proteins, but in a cell thousands of them are working simultaneously. For one second 
in a cell millions of communication acts take place. In a society the quantity of communication 
acts is much more, especially in our time. Probably, an increase or decrease in the alphabet by 
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one letter can provoke an over-expenditure of energy as well as a worsening of communication 
parameters. And it can be in a greater degree with increasing of metabolism velocity (speaking 
about the cell) or velocity of social life.
6. thE MAIN REsults
1. In alphabets of natural human languages, two groups of vowels and consonants are 
revealed which can be compared numerically with two groups of letters of biogenetic languages: 
nucleotides DNA and RNA with group of vowels in human language texts (4); amino acids with 
group of consonants (20).
2. The method of structural- functional similarity confirms the relevancy of denomination 
of amino acids in proteins, and nucleotides in DNA and RNA as letters. This made it possible to 
formulate a hypothesis about entire a composition of units of nuclein acids and proteins lan-
guage, and also about similitude between triplets and syllabis or to words without their own 
meaning. The method, seemingly, can be used for studying of elements of more complex levels 
of language organization. 
3. Accepting the biogenetical languages as pattern of optimal number of letters, similar to 
vowels (nucleotides), and number of letters, similar to consonants (amino acids), it can be put 
forward the working hypothesis, that (at least technical) human languages evolve in the direction of 
optimal number of vowels and consonants (letters) in their alphabets. In turn, the relationships bet-
ween elements of human languages can serve as standards for analysis of functions of the biogenetics 
languages’ elements. It does not mean, that they «aim» to repeat the structure of alphabets biogenetic 
languages. More likely, it would be well to say that the evolutional achievement of biogenetical 
languages – admittedly optimal structure of their alphabets, - could be incorporated as an elemental 
basement in alphabetical level of languages more complex, social level of organization.
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